DVMinsight Platform is a unique
system that radiologists, referral
hospitals, and other specialists
can use to run their own branded
teleradiology service.
With DVMinsight Platform, we handle all of your IT and needs and
provide you with a fully customized and branded system that
allows you to build your teleradiology brand and build your
business. With DVMinsight Platform you will be able to provide
your clients with a teleradiology service that can handle images
from any modality from any vendor and allow you to efficiently
maintain your teleradiology service.

FEATURES INCLUDE
• The DVMinsight Platform is FULLY CUSTOMIZED with your logo so you can build your teleradiology brand.
Our website will be “skinned” with your banner and your reports will have your logo prominently displayed. Our goal
is to support you and build YOUR brand.
• Your clients will come to YOUR website to view old reports, online images and reports; or share cases with specialists,
pet owners, or other veterinarians. This is one more way that we help you build YOUR teleradiology brand.
• Accept studies from any modality from any vendor.
• Hire as many radiologists or other specialists needed to build depth and support in your teleradiology service. You
negotiate your reimbursement rates with specialists directly. There are dozens of specialists in the DVMinsight network
and we can help you identify radiologists or specialists that would be a good fit for your company.
• Your specialists can use ANY DICOM viewer to interpret their cases.
• All cases and reports sent to DVMinsight Platform are securely archived with our DVMinsight ImageBank.
• DVMinsight Platform uses a proprietary mix of medical grade compression, reversible compression, and packet
shaping to speed downloads and provide you with an efficient teleradiology experience.
• Reports are emailed, faxed, and posted online as soon as the report is confirmed.
• Our experienced support staff will handle all of your IT needs.
• No need to buy expensive servers or software to get started. You don’t even need any experience working with
medical images to begin using DVMinsight Platform. All you need is a computer. Nothing could be easier than starting
a teleradiology service using DVMinsight Platform.
• Efficiency is essential in teleradiology applications. DVMinsight Platform will allow you to be as efficient as you can be.

ONLINE DEMO: To see an online demo of a fully branded web interface, please visit www.SHADOWSMITHS.com

Login as User: DEMO and Password: DEMO. You will see that our website is “skinned” to match the main Shadowsmiths
website. (NOTE: if there are no cases present on the demo site, please let us know and we will make some cases
available to you.)

COSTS
There are no costs to get started and configure your company with DVMinsight Platform. There is no equipment to
buy. All you will need is a computer running windows XP or Vista and a DICOM viewer. You will be setting your own
teleradiology fees and billing your clients directly. You do not pay anything unless you use the service. To use
DVMinsight Platform, there are nominal fees for report distribution and to configure each of your clients.
When compared to purchasing servers, software, static IP addresses, and an IT staff, DVMinsight Platform is the most
cost effective method of starting your teleradiology service.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT US ONLINE AT WWW.DVMINSIGHT.COM
OR EMAIL US AT SUPPORT@DVMINSIGHT.NET

